
Sounds good.  Thanks. Seriously…
 
From: DJ Doran [mailto:dj@seafaring.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 6:50 PM
To: Chris Larsen
Subject: Re: Miami Stuff
 
Thanks for the email.  It was very informative and insightful.  Too much to digest right now but I will re-read it and call you in the morning.  The
things you brought up are easily fixable and right in line with my expectations...
 
Hope things go well for you up there.
 
I will call around 9am if that works for you.
 
 
Best regards,
 
DJ Doran
Publisher
Latitudes & Attitudes Magazine
Living Aboard Magazine
Office:   310-798-3445 Ext. 208
Mobile: 415-967-2628 
www.seafaring.com
 
 

 
On Feb 6, 2012, at 5:44 PM, Chris Larsen wrote:

·         Somewhere between Bob, Jody & Janeen, they left us seriously depleted of stock by the end of 2011.  This was either due to not
buying anything or because vendors wouldn’t ship due to outstanding balances & credit limits, or apathy because of the sale of the
company.  In order to have anything to sell in Chicago/Seattle, I had to place some stock orders based on what sales histories I had and
each vendors’ turn-around time.  The leftovers after St. Pete were pathetic (e.g. a couple of “Living The Dream” t-shirts, some leftover
“Cruisers’ Weekend in Catalina” shirts, some embroidered jackets, and some old and new style jackettes.  Because the only other
option I was was to have nothing to sell in 2012, we are now seeing that as a spike in payables to play catch-up.  I understand now that
I should have been more in contact with you regarding these purchases.  I’m sure you have a more diabolical method for dealing with
this which has escaped me.  We are making good margins on our stuff, but I’m not happy with overall sales totals, so I’ll definitely be
cutting back on ordering stock for the next two quarters, at least for stock.  We can talk about new product like the Brass Boobs bottle
openers (which would probably sell very well in Miami, BTW at $14 each for 50 = $700, selling for $29.95, but you’re probably not
interested in ordering anything else right now).  I realize this is not what we discussed and I’m trying to do everything I can to make up
for the payables spike I’ve caused. 
    

·         We have already purchased and received the wicking polos and tank tops for Miami.  The jackettes are on their way.  These were part
of a regular stock order, but I guess I should’ve informed you of that too.  Any extras will be for Texas and then Oakland when it’s warm
here.  The wicking polos and Dream jackettes from Sanmar & Cottonseed ($1900 for tanks & wicking polos, plus $390 for printing, plus
$182 for embroidery = $2172 plus $2400 for restocking the jackettes).  We had to reorder for Miami if the stuff leftover from St. Pete’s
sold in Chicago, so I had to order for Miami in January to avoid expediting or not having anything to sell, based on the turn-around time. 
Setting up Net 30 with everyone put me in a serious time crunch.  I was just trying to keep things up and running, but buying smarter
based on sales histories.  Even so, there are huge fluctuations, for example if there’s a cold snap in Miami and we only sell long sleeve. 
 

 
·         We have just enough bumper stickers and tattoos to get us through Miami, but will need to reorder if you want to have giveaways for

Texas.  Bumper stickers cost $0.37 with minimum order of 2200 = $814.  I can shop that around, plus I’d like to redesign them so
they’re not so hideous.  Tattoos are $0.25 for 3240 = $810, but there are two designs which = $1620 total.

 
·         We need party shirts printed for Miami because Jody sold sponsorship to four vendors last year, and part of the deal was their logo on

our party shirt.  We’ve already got the screen print stuff we need, we just need to determine how many shirts we want to order for
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Saturday night in Miami.  We can sell the non-sponsor-logo shirts that we already have in the booth Thursday, Friday, Saturday day,
Sunday & Monday, to use the inventory we’ve already bought (from the $7200 invoice).  The men’s short sleeve shirts cost us $8.50
each printed, and we normally sell them for $20, which is a 58% GP.  If we knock the price of the Saturday night shirts down to $15,
then that’s 43% GP, which is in our margins.  Depending on the price point of the Saturday night shirts, we’d clear the difference x the
number of shirts we sell, so we’ll need to figure out a very small specific Saturday night shirt for Dave Lagage.  The good news is that
we can order these in small batched per boat show that has a party, to reduce our initial investment.  The screen print/labels he glues to
the shirts will get us through Miami, Texas, Biloxi, Oakland, and Catalina parties and we can sell the non-sponsor-logo shirts
elsewhere/elsewhen.

 
·         We have long sleeve female Jolly Roger shirts in case there’s a cold snap in Miami (which happens often).  I’d also like to place a small

order for short sleeve v-neck shirts that will cover us for Miami, with any extras going onto Texas.  Those are warm weather shirts that
historically do well and they cost $10 each, sell for $20.  Please advise on what you want to do with that.

 
·         Because I didn’t inform you about the LLAP invoice, you understandably put a buying freeze on things.  I just wanted you to

know that Dave will need to know by tomorrow before noon what, if anything you want to order to get it shipped in time to
Miami without expediting.  We have very little historical sales data to work with, but you can ask Janeen.  Please advise.  I’m
sorry about this time crunch, but that’s the way it’s been from the beginning, trying to get this stuff ordered in a timely manner
to the boat shows on time.  That’s why I wanted a standardized shirt for all of the parties, to reduce this kind of stuff.  Then I
was reminded about the sponsor stuff, which put a wrinkle in the plan.  Regardless, it should smooth out after this initial
bump, and we’ve got the rest of 2012 to reap the benefits of my unfortunate payables spike.

 
·         Heidi said she’d be more than happy to help, so that’s very cool.  I’ve also asked Jody & Kevin Murphy with the show management for

help and what the party venue is like, needs, has available (lighting, electrical, etc.), so that should give us a better idea of what we’re
working with.

 
·         It appears that I may not need to go down to Redondo this week, but I desperately need back expenses & per diem.  I can give Joe my

Wells Fargo account number for a deposit.  I have all of my paperwork in order.  If we need to get together for booth design stuff, let me
know.

 
·         Kim’s signing the lease on her new apartment this afternoon and will be putting Beemer down while I’m in Miami.  It looks like I’ll be

getting a $1K/mo  apartment somewhere and putting the rest of my stuff in storage for $300/mo since I’m going to be gone for most of
the next few months.  I’ll need to get paid for the dinghy for the deposit on the apartment.  I haven’t had any income in six months.  A
company card would be very useful, and I’m looking forward to being on payroll.  Thanks.
 

·         You wanted some signs for the beer and pizza lines for the Miami party.  We should probably place that order.  Here’s a place in CA
with decent pricing.
 
http://www.discountbanners.com/Advertising-Flags-Tear-Drop.html
 

·         Janeen says she got downstairs Cheryl straightened out, but I will still have that talk with Janeen.  I can call Janeen tomorrow and have
her leave the office or do it if I’m come down to Redondo.  Let me know how you want me to proceed.

 
·         I can’t for the life of me find the t-shirt wrappers to have printed.  I’ve done every Google search I can think of.  If you want to print out

some regular Office Max labels to wrap them in, we can do that as a temp fix.
 

·         I think there must have been some kind of glitch on my spreadsheet when I gave you the numbers for the LLAP invoice of $7200.  The
actual number are considerably better:  COGS = $2533, Sales = $5454, Profit = $2921, which makes our GP = 54% on the stuff we
sold.  We’re getting some push-back on the booth pricing because Bob & Jody want to make more money on each sale, but their pricing
induces fewer sales. I want to keep turning our inventory over with lower margins and higher sales.
 

·         Since I’ve been doing this, it’s been an average of several days between submitting a request for approval and getting a response.  I
know you’re busy, but my clock is still ticking.  We’re playing catch-up during this first quarter, hence my urgency at times.
 

·         I’m still waiting on Janeen to get me the cost of a lot of the stuff we sell in the booth so that I can finalize my Chicago report.  I have
factored in all of the expenses I have regarding the Chicago show, but don’t have access to everyone else’s cost of travel
accomodations, per diems, etc.
 

·         I need to understand your philosophy.  Would you rather limit stock and backorder product with free shipping to the customers that we
can’t fulfill purchases for by the end of a boat show (and risk losing sales), or would you rather have full shelves.  I’m getting mixed
messages based on what you told me in Chicago & Seattle (wanting shelves full of product) vs. your reaction to the payables that I’ve
caused to get you that product.  Factor in that you evidently want to invest money on the booth, but you want to reduce payables. 
Please advise.  I’ll do whatever, I just want to understand the rules.  As of right now, I’m just confused.  I thought I was doing what you
wanted, but evidently I missed the point somewhere.
 

·         I would like to discuss with you the value of budgets.  I understand that allows you to plan for departmental expenses, but there are
some pitfalls that I’d like you to explain to me.  I also know that you’re interested in each department submitting budgets, but I don’t
even know what I don’t know yet, concerning these boat shows (each one is different, as to who’s going, what’s provided by show
management, etc.).  I’ve made several budgets for product and labor, but there are so many extraneous expenses that I can’t even

http://www.discountbanners.com/Advertising-Flags-Tear-Drop.html


conceive of right now that any budget I might come up with would be entirely fictitious.  That feels false to me, and all I’m trying to do is
succeed with the least amount of expenditure possible.  I have no ulterior motive other than to make this project succeed.
 

·         Party expenses:  I know how you don’t like selling DVD’s to cover the cost of the DVD player, but this is my current understanding of
how the party in Miami is expensed.  According to Jody, Miami is the only show we pay for pizza & beer.  It’s the most expensive and
most profitable party of the year.  Jody sold 4 sponsors to be on the t-shirt at $375 each = $1500, so that offsets the cost a little.  We’re
going to sell t-shirts all day in the booth at $20 and $15 at the party, depending on what we order from Ladage, plus raffle tickets which
cost us nothing (everything is donated by vendors).  I’m planning on a marketing blitz like St. Pete’s which doubled the raffle sales.
 

·         Off topic from Miami, I’m still working out the Seattle drayage fees with Brad.  His recent offer was half off instead of “taking care of it”
like he said.  He won’t return my calls or e-mails now.  He’s a disaster, and I’ve reread the agreement and the exhibitors’ handbook, and
there’s no mention of it other than in the most nebulous terms.  I will hammer him as needed as the Events Honeybadger Jr.  His
attention was mostly on selling me a several hundred dollar per year NMTA membership so he looked good to his boss and organizing
a J24 event.  Based on the fact that only Brethren of the Sound bought anything from us in Seattle, I’d like to drop the Seattle boat show
and hit their August party full-force.  I think we’ll get more bang for our buck that way.  Of course, I’m negotiating with Brad as if we’re
going to be attending the boat show perennially.  Just my thoughts on the Seattle boat show debacle, which stupidly coincides with
Chicago & Superbowl.  I’m constantly surprised at how poorly managed these events are which make my job unnecessarily difficult…    

 
·         Please call me in the morning with any questions/comments/concerns, I’m just trying to fix the bumps on my learning curve.  That’s

about all I can think of off the top of my head that you might need to know about Miami.  Of course there are a hundred other things, but
I’ll let you know those as needed. Besides compiling this e-mail, I got a surprising amount of work done here between you-know-who’s
crying fits.  Thanks for your patience with me.  My eff-ups aren’t for lack of trying.  Sorry if this is a bit overwhelming.  It’s the result of
the log jam breaking free because of what I’ve been dealing with in my personal life.  Once again, no excuse.  The good news is that
other than the Ladage order time crunch, we’re on track for Miami, and becoming more on track for each following show.  This is
probably the most important e-mail I’ve ever sent you because now I’m knee deep in it and am starting to actually realize what the eff is
going on around here.  I plan on using your response to set the tone for the retail side of things.  So much for due diligence…
 Obviously if you have other plans for the ship’s store that affects these issues, please let me know.  I’m excited about the barcoding
thing.

 
I’m getting tired & crabby after working on all of this all day, so I’ll just click “Send”.  Besides, we need to hash out the Ladage thing before
noon…
 
Thanks,

Chris
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